Free Verse Poetry

This form of poetry allows you to play with words and images, or conversations, or just telling stories. This is a good way to begin writing poetry.

Poetry is all about creating an image, or a picture in the reader’s mind. It is a kind of mind game as it challenges the writer to try and recreate a feeling, a scene, or an experience.

This poem is about a memory of the beach.

Country: Australia

Title: Ocean End

Standing in an ocean end
Listen and see.
Green and inviting,
Calling and luring
Her fingertips curling
With crispy edged sand crusts,
And soft warm sifted dune hills
Feeling and caressing.
The lilt of the gull call,
The zest of the foam spray and
The scent of the shell song.
All over and over
Rolls in and then in again,
Draining round toe ends,
Tingling up ankles,
I fill up my lungs
With the call of the sea song.
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